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THE PRINCIPLE OF SELF-COLLIDING ORBITS AND ITS POSSIBLE
APPLICATION TO 1t-1t AND J1-J1 COLLISIONSt
ROBERT MACEK
Meson Physics Division, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico, USA
AND
BOGDAN MAGLICt
Department ofPhysics, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, USA
A principle for storage and collision of particles that are not available as targets is proposed; it provides inter-
actions over the entire orbits of particles emitted \vith all crossing angles and momenta. The self-colliding orbits
are achieved in a containing magnetic field in which the orbits precess about the center of symmetry which can also
be the center of the production target. In the peripheral zone of the field, the monlenta of positive and negative
particles are antiparallel, thereby implying head-on collisions. All particles, regardless of their production
angles, are eventually brought into this colliding zone by the virtue of their precession. This device, referred to as
the ~Precetron', has a large momentum acceptance of pions, LJpjp = 500/0' and large angular acceptance, ± 1800in
the horizontal and == 100 in the vertical plane, in contrast to a conventional storage ring concept which would require
well-defined momentum and small angular divergence. Single particle orbits have been calculated to first order;
the precessing character of the orbits and the stability of the free oscillc"lons are shown. Formulae for particle
densities ~1d luminosity in the colliding region have been derived for uns able particles. A Precetron with off-
center tare,~t is also considered.
The construction of 'pion factories'(1-4) gives
rise to the question of how far are we from observ-
ing realTT-TT and f-t-f-t collisions, such as
Csonka and Sessler(s) have discussed the use of the
CERN intersecting storage ring for TT-P and 7T-7T
scattering and Csonka(6) has considered other ideas.
The purpose of this paper(7) is to describe the
principle for a particular storage-and-collision
device which we call Precetron, because its operation
is based on the collisions of particles whose orbits
are constantly precessing. We calculate its
characteristics and set forth the bounds for the
primary (pion-producing) beam parameters needed
to yield I'-l 104TT-7T collisions per hour.
While we also outline general methods for the
detection of processes (a-e), detailed considerations
of background difficulties and the experimental
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methods for separating processes (a-e) from the
many possible processes are beyond the scope of
this paper. It should be noted that backgrounds
from 7T and proton collision with nuclei in the pro-
duction target may greatly exceed the signal from
7T-TT collisions. At this stage, however, our main
concern is producing the necessary luminosity for
reasonable unstable particle collision rates. We
show how to produce and detect processes (a-e)
but not how to discriminate against background.
Nevertheless, we feel that presentation of our ideas
at this time is useful because it describes a new
method for particle storage and collision.
1. THE CONCEPT OF SELF-COLLIDING
ORBITS
The geometry of the precessing orbits for particles
which were emitted at the center of a radially
decreasing magnetic field, is shown in Figs. 1a and
1b. An example of 'self-colliding orbits' ofparticles
emitted from a point near the center is shown in
Fig. 2. For particles of a given, fixed momentum
we note that:
(1) Particles of the same mass but opposite
charges precess in opposite directions with the same
frequency regardless of their initial directions.
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FIG. 2. Typical 17+ and 17- colliding orbits of one
momentum; 17- and 17+ are emitted from points A
and B, respectively, slightly displaced to the left and
right of the field center. The points are separated in
this drawing only for the illustration purpose; in
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FIG. 1a. First turn for 17+ of median energy emitted
at nearly 0° to the proton beam in a central target
Precetron. The dashed line gives the direction of the
17+ orbit precession. B is directed into the plane of the
paper; it is centered at the target and its radial depen-
dence is given by oc 1 -k (rjR)2, with k =0.1. The
precession angle per revolution L18prec is a function
of the pion momentum (of its radius of curvature, a)
and is equal to 217 (ajR)2k. The precession direc-
tion is always perpendicular to gradient of B.





















FIG. 1b. First turn for 17+ and 17- emitted at nearly
0° in a central Precetron. The two orbits will be on
their collision course when L18prec becomes .-.90°.
(2) The particles collide over their entire pre-
cessing orbits. All orbits, regardless of the pro-
duction angle, will eventually collide by the virtue
of their precession; thus the horizontal angular
acceptance is 3600 •
(3) The highest density regions, with the most
favorable crossing angles, are the extremely peri-
pheral zone and the central zone (see Fig. 2);
there, the momentum vectors of the positive and
the negative particles are antiparallel thereby
implying head-on collisions; we have considered
only the peripheral zone in this study (see Sec. 3.3).
(4) The number of revolutions before decay of
the unstable particle is independent of the particle
momentum for constant B and is equal to 0.27 B
for pions and 30 B for muons. Here B is the
magnetic field in kilogauss. Since precession occurs
only for nonuniform fields, the number of revolu-
tions is only approximately independent of
momentum.
For comparison, a scheme for pion-pion
colliding beams or 'colliding rings' is shown in
Figs. 3a and b. By the very definition of 'beam',
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2. FORMULAE FOR COLLIDING BEAMS
OF UNSTABLE PARTICLES
for any system. The average interaction rate 1,
then, is the time average of lover an interval
t 2 - t 1 , and leads to an average luminosity L given by
2.1. Interaction rate
In describing colliding bealll machines the
concept of luminosity L, is defined in terms of the







1 jt 2L = -.- L(t) dt
t2 - t1 t1
1 = aL
factor ;{2 which accounts for the fact that only the
particles in the peripheral zone have the crossing
angles favorable for the collisions.
It should be pointed out that we have contrasted
here two extreme cases: the beam in the usual
sense (particles streaming in a well defined direc-
tion) and the Precetron with the target in the center,
which contains particles moving in all directions.
Obviously there is a continuum of intermediate
cases. As one increases the angular acceptance of
the beam in Figs. 3a and b, the precession of the
orbit becomes more and more significant and the
'beam' takes the character of the Precetron. Hence,
the beam systems in Figs. 3a and b, for a large
angular acceptance becomes an 'Offset Precetron'
shown in Fig. 10 and discussed in Sec. 6.
First, in Sec. 2, we shall derive the formula for
the 7T-7T luminosities obtainable with the obvious
colliding beam schemes like the ones in Figs. 3.
Next, in Sec. 3, we derive the luminosity formulae
for the central Precetron in two ways: (1) intui-
tively, from the geometry of the orbits and (2) more
exactly, by calculating particle densities.
2.2. Luminosityfor colliding beam systems
involving unstable particles
Let us consider the schemes in Figs. 3a (or b) in
which one (or two) proton beam(s) strike a target
and produce 7T+ and 7T- beams symmetrically. If
the 7T'S spent all of their time in circular beams
moving in opposite directions with 100 per cent
overlap and zero crossing angles, the instantaneous
luminosity would be:




FIG. 3a. A scheme ofa conventional colliding bean1
device with one proton beam striking the target in
magnetic field and 7T+ and 7T- emitted at 90° are
captured into orbits. The high-energy pion pro-
duction at 90° is 2 orders of magnitude below that
one in the region 0°-45 0 • For a large angular
acceptance the 'beam' system becomes the 'offset





FIG. 3b. A scheme ofa conventional colliding beam
device with llVO proton beams striking the target in
opposite directions and the 7T+ and 7T- emitted at 0°
are captured into orbits.
the particle acceptance of the ring system is limited
to nearly parallel rays, i.e., 0° ± small L18, where
L18 ~ 10-2 or L1Q ~ 10-4• In contrast, a device
based on self-colliding orbits has an acceptance as
large as 0° ± 180° because of property (2). The
solid angle is limited only by the finite vertical
angular acceptance and can be of the order
L1Q ~ 1 Sf. Thus, the Precetron captures ro-; 103 to
104 times more colliding particles than the conven-
tional ring. Since the luminosity is proportional
to the square of the particle density, the precetron
action results in the increase of luminosity by a
factor 106 to 108, which is only slightly offset by our
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When the protons are hitting the target (detectors
off), the pion intensity builds up according to:
FIG. 5. Pion intensity as a function of time. JT=
length of the proton spill onto the target inside the







net) = (an/at) T(l - e-t/T )
where T is the laboratory lifetime of the pion,
2.3. Time-dependent IUfflinosity for decaying
particles
Let us calculate net) during and after a uniform
proton burst. Figure Sgraphically depicts the time
structure under consideration. We assume that it
will not be possible to run with detectors turned on
during the proton spill because of the background,
so that detectors will be turned on only at the end
of it.
where T = target length and A = atomic number of
the target. With the substitution:
2f3+_CK
H = 1TR2(1 _7)2) Llz ' (10)
the instantaneous luminosity becomes:
L = Hn~ = Hf~ N~ . (11)
The factor 2 is the usual colliding beam factor which
arises from two beams sweeping past one another.
The quantitities n+ and n- are the total number of
7T+ and 7T- respectively which are functions of time;
f3+- = the 7T+7T- relative velocity;
c = speed of light;
V = volume of the interaction region
V can be expressed as
V = 7TR2(1 _1]2) LIz (S)
where R is the outside radius of the beam, 1]R, the
inside radius of the beam and Liz is its vertical
extension. Equation (S) is approximately given by:
V =:: 27TR x (area) (6)
where R is the average radius of the beam.
By 'area' we understand the cross-sectional area.
Let us denote by K the 7T-/7T+ production ratio:
K = n-/n+ (7)
and an/at = instantaneous 7T-production rate which
is proportional to the proton current, dN/dt;
FIG. 4. One circular TT orbit showing the shell from
which the interactions are accepted. The shell is the
region of radii from TJR to R. No precession is
shown. .
T = yTo, (13)
(9)
(14)e.g. for 15° emission from 800 MeV protons on
beryllium, K ~ 4.S-1• Further let us call f+ the
fraction of protons that are 'transformed' into the
useful 7T+'S, i.e. the pions that are captured into
the colliding orbit, namely
n+ = f+ Np , (8)
where Np = number of protons hitting the target.
The fractionfis calculated from
J a2a Tf = aQap dQdP A No
dN
an/at = f dt
wherefis given by Eq. (9).
Protons stop hitting the target after a time LI.
and the detectors are switched on. Then we have
net) = (an/at)T (1 - e-~t/T) e-(t-~t}/T (IS)
where LI t is the length of the proton burst and t any
time after the beginning of the burst.
To compute the time average luminosity, L, we
need the time average of n2• We assume that the
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or
g = LltfT, (19)
(25)yf3m0.3B
pC)IeV Ie)
R = ([3 B(kG)
which gives 0.27 B revolutions.
Since the number of interactions is proportional
to the number of revolutions of the colliding
partners, the luminosity is also nearly independent
of the momentum for B = const. and a constant
cross-sectional area of the colliding beams. This
can be shown by rewriting the product TH in
Eqs. (20), (21) using
pTO 2
T = YTo = 13m ( 7)
Eq. (25) and Eq. (6). Then, Eq. (10) becon1es:
(m = pion mass in MeV) and substituting it in the
following relation
b f I · j3cYT o 0.3CTOB (26)Num er 0 revo utIons = 2 R = -2--
7T 7T112
for a narrow burst, i.e., as g ---+0, G---+ lib. The
number of bursts, b, for a given average proton
intensity should be as small as possible, hence the
duty cycle, which can be written as
Duty Cycle = bgY~To, (24)
should be as small as possible. In other words, a
high instantaneous intensity of 1T'S produced per
second, is desired. Obviously, it is advantageous
to produce them in one burst of the order of
magnitude of the laboratory pion lifetime.
Proton storage ring. An alternate solution to
decreasing the linac's duty cycle has been suggested
by D. Nagle (Priv. Comm.). The protons from a
number of linac pulses are collected into a storage
ring and then dumped in one short pulse. With
this procedure one could obtain b = g ~ 1 if
protons can be stored in a ring of radius r = 300 cm
and switched out in one turn (r--; 10-7 sec). Proton
injection into storage ring may be facilitated by
using the 100 p.A H-·beam at LAMPF. The
800 MeV H-ions can be converted to 800 MeV
protons with very thin stripping foils.
Luminosity independent of pion momentuln.
Referring to Fig. 3, where four orbits, correspond-
ing to four pion momenta, are drawn, we note that
the number of revolutions before the pion decay is
independent of the pion momentum p for a fixed value
of the magnetic field B and the fixed cross-sectional
area of the beam. This is easily seen by using the rela-






( an) = .fN
p
at bLl t
_ 2[ (1 -e-g )]G-- 1-bg g'
2
G = bg as g ---+ 00.
or
L = iT Hf} Nft G (21)
where the factors involving the time-structure of
the beam are combined into G given by
G = c-_-ge-Y ) 2t
If the original proton intensity is split into two
beams as in the scheme of Fig. 2, then Np ---+! Np.
Nonpulsed detector regime. If the detectors can
operate all the time including the spill time Ll t, the
integration of Eq. (16) is carried out from 0 to 00.
This results in approximately 2g times higher
luminosity (for large values of g) than that given by
Eqs. (21)-(22) because G becomes:
2.4. Considerations ofthe prin1ary beam structure
From Eqs. (21 )-(22) we see that for a fixed number
of protons per second, N, the luminosity is best for
the poorest duty cycle of the pion-producing beam.
L is maximum when G has a maximum. Referring
to Eq. (22), one can see that G has a broad maximum
Eq. (1 7) becomes:
L = iT H(fNfbg)2 (1 - e-g )2b (20)
In collisions of unstable particles, everything
happens within the lifetime of the particles. Thus,
all times should be expressed in units of the pion
lifetime in the laboratory, T, Eq. (13). If we denote
the ratio of the burst length to the laboratory pion
life time by g,
The instantaneous pion production rate, an/at, can
be expressed as
separation in time between two bursts is much
larger than the burst length Ll t so that
112 = b Joo n2 (t) dt (16)
Llt
where b is the burst rate. After integration of (16)
we obtain







(30b)2 YJRA(a) = - cos-1- .7T 2a
fRI:!.A = .A(a)q(a)da
TJR/2
from which we accept interactions. In this shell
the 7T'S are moving mainly along the circumference
of circles whose centers are at the target. In the
shell the 7T'S effectively become two currents of
opposite charge moving in opposite directions
around the target.
F or the orbit in Fig. 4, )\, is the ratio of the arc






C( = 2 cos-12a ·
I n general, two orbits of radii a1 and a2, inter-
secting at r have a crossing angle of
It should also be noted that 7TA(a) is the maximum
crossing angle for two orbits of radius G, inter-
secting inside the shell. For two orbits of radius a
which intersect at a distance r from the origin, the
crossing angle C( is
whereq(a) is the distribution of orbit radii (uniform)
corresponding to the assumed momentum distribu-
tion.
From a simple consideration of this geometry in
Fig. 4 we see that
Sea) = 4a cos-1YJR (30a)2a
C( = cos-1~ + cos-1~ .
2a1 2a2
Using (30) for Awe obtain for X
1" _ 2 fR -1 (YJR) dx
A -;. TJRCOS X R(l-YJ)
= ~ _YJ_ [! cos-1 YJ -log ( 1 + ·\/f- YJ2)J .
7TI-YJ YJ YJ
We are now ready to write down the Precetron
luminosity, L pREc , by introducing the basic
assumption of our model
n±~An± (34)
into the expression for the colliding beam lumino-
sity, L, Eq. (11). This gives
We have assumed {3+- = {3 which is not quite
correct. F or constant B, any gain in the lifetime
is compensated by the increase of the radius.
Luminosity proportional to B3. It can be easily
shown that the luminosity is proportional to the
third power of the magnetic field B for p = const.
This can be intuitively understood from the fact
that L is inversely proportional to the interaction
volume V [Eq. (4)], the latter scales like IjB3 for a
fixed configuration.
This can be shown more directly from Eq. (5)
and noting that, for a given vertical angular
acceptance Llz is directly proportional to R, as
shown later in our consideration of particle orbits.
Thus Voc R3 and with Eqs. (10) and (25), L oc B3.
3. PRECETRON: FORMULAE FOR
SELF-COLLIDING ORBITS
3.1. Simple model
The simple model treats the narrow outer zone
in Fig. 2, where the crossing angles are small, as
two colliding beams. We can apply Eq. (4) to the
Precetron by replacing n+ and n_ by n+A and n_A
where Ais the average fraction of the time a 7T is in
the outer shell. This is no more than saying that
the number of 7T'S in the shell is the total number
of 7T'S times the probability that the 7T is in the shell.
We now list all the important assumptions of our
simple model:
(a) A point target.
(b) A uniform particle distribution in the vertical
(z) direction.
(c) A uniform momentum distribution over the
region of interest.
(d) A 7T-production angular distribution which is
isotropic to 45° then zero to 180°, also 7T-/7T+ = K.
(e) We will only consider interactions from the
region with orbit diameters from YJR to the maxi-
mum diameter, R. We will assume that the cross-
ing angles are approximately zero in this region.
(f) We will assume that the particle density is
uniform in the region of interest. Later, in Sec. 3.2,
we calculate the luminosity using the actual particle
density distribution.
(g) A proton spill of duration Llt comparable to
or longer than the precession period so that the
Precetron is uniformly filled with the orbits and
steady state collision rates can be calculated.
In Fig. 4 we show schematically the region of
interest which is the outer shell from YJR to R. Also
shown are typical orbits which reach the shell
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with the A: given by Eq. (33). For YJ = t we have
A: = 0.49. Hence, the Precetron luminosity with
YJ = t is about ! of the usual colliding beam
luminosity with the same number of pions. How-
ever, the pion intensity is several order of magni-
tudes (103 to 104) times higher in the Precetron and
the luminosity is proportional to the square of the
intensity.
3.2. Precetron luminosity using density calculation
In Appendix B we derive a similar formula for
this same model except that we calculate the actual
particle densities D +, D _ as functions of position.
The average luminosity is obtained from
L = J 2f3+_cD+D_d(vol) (36)
shell
assuming a constant cross section over the range of
center-of-mass energies included in the region of
interaction. The result is formula (35) with a
different expression for X(YJ) given by Eq. (B. 13).
Here we obtain A = 0.58 for YJ = t.
In Appendix B we also calculate the case where
the momentum distribution is peaked about the
average value and for a shape approximating 7T
production data. Once again formula (35) is ob-
tained but with a different expression for X. In this
case A: = 0.85 for 7] = t [Eq. (B.19)].
The quantity A in this case, unlike that in
Sec. 3.1, is not computed as the fraction of time a
pion spends in the shell. It is the factor that
allows the luminosity to be written in the form of
Eq. (35).
3.3. Luminosity in the central zones ofthe Precetron
The highest 7T-7T collision rates will be near the
target because pion density is largest there, but we
have excluded this region because of two complica-
tions:
(a) Interactions of pions with the target will
produce a background of pion pairs, which will
exceed the real 7T-7T scattering by many orders of
magnitude and will not be distinguishable from it.
(b) The scattered 7T+ and 17- cannot come out of
the Precetron field from the central zones except
for those more or less along the field direction.
Hence results computed in Sees. 3.1 and 3.2 are
a loa'er limit on the luminosity.
4. PRECETRON ORBIT CALCULATIONS
We have investigated the single particle orbits in
a weak focusing field approximately given by
B z = Bo[l -k(r2/R2)] where k is small, of order 0.1,
and R is a radius of the magnetic field. The average
field index is related to k by the relation ii = (2ajR)2k,
so that for the largest orbit, 2a = R, k is equal to
the normal field index 'n'. Details are presented
in Appendix A.
These calculations indicate that to first order the
radial and vertical oscillations are stable, and the
orbits precess about the z axis, with a precession
frequency k' /4 times the orbital frequency where
k' = ii = (2a/R)2k and a is the radius of orbit.
Precessing single particle orbits for 7T+ and 7T-
are shown in Figs. la, b, and 2. For a uniform
proton spill, L1 t, comparable or longer than the
precession period, we will have a uniform azimuthal
distribution of orbit centers.
In a shell near the outer envelope of the particle
trajectory in Fig. 2 the particle is effectively pro-
viding a counter-clockwise current of say 7T+'S.
The 7T- of the same momentum will move in the
opposite direction and, in the outer shell, will be
on a direct collision course with 17+ so that the
crossing angle is approximately zero. The shell
thickness can be a reasonable fraction of the orbit
radius without containing large crossing angles.
The particle density calculations for such precessing
orbits are given in Appendix B.
5. PRECETRON: APPLICATION TO 17-7T
AND J1--J1- COLLISIONS
5.1. Thesetup
We consider the following setup: a solid metal
target is placed in the center of a high magnetic
field which is shaped to contain at least 100 turns
of pions of momentum in the range P rr = 310-
550 MeV/c Tn = 200-430 MeV). We assume a
magnetic field of 400 kG (probably a pulsed one)
which gives a radius 3.3 em for the pion orbit of an
average energy Tn = 300 MeV (Pn = 415 MeV/c).
The pions are produced by a proton beam inci-
dent onto the target which is r-;2 em thick in the
beam direction and narrow (r-;0.2 em). In addition
to pions, particles such as protons, deuterons and
other light nuclei will also be produced and
captured in the magnetic field. Later on, after one
pion life-time, leptons will be present in the
mixture, too. We shall refer to this early mixture
of positive and negative orbits of various hadrons
with different crossing angles and momenta as the
hadron jumble, in contrast to the lepton jumble that
will be orbiting later.
We believe that a pulsed, iron-free field capable




FIG. 6. Schematic showing amount of target
material traversed by 7T+ whose orbit lies in the
midplane and whose orbit center lies on a line thru
the target center which makes an angle of 80 with
respect to the target.
1T+TT-~1T+1T-1To, it could be detected by yy-con-
version outside the pot. If two additional pions are
produced (1T+TT--+TT+TT-TToTTo or 2TT+ 2TT-), of which
only two charged pions are measured, the kine-
matic constraints can eliminate many possible
misinterpretations of the event as an elastic one
since the sum of the energies of two pions in this
case should lie in the limits 400 < T+ + T_ < 800
MeV; if two pions are missing, it will be observed
in the limits 100 < T+ + T_ < 500 MeV.
5.3. Effective pion lifetime
The formulae for luminosity [Eq. (21)] contain
T, the pion lifetime in the laboratory. Because of
losses T is not simply YTo. We now calculate the
effective lifetime.
Pions will be lost from the hadron jumble not
only by their natural decay but by their nlultiple
traversals through the target. To estimate the
amount of material seen we use the following
simplified model. All orbits are tangent to the
z axis, which goes through the center of the target.
Due to the vertical free oscillations, the orbits
uniformly populate (approximately), the vertical
aperture. Thus, the average length, S, of target
traversed per orbit is
- w-S = L1z Sproj (39)
where L1z is the vertical aperture (4 cm), w the
width of the target (0.2 em) and Sproj the average
projected length traversed if all orbits are projected
onto the z = 0 plane (see Fig. 6). For a target of
of containing the jumble can be produced by an
appropriate coil configuration, and that a gap
could be made about the midplane to allow exit of
reaction products. Such a 'magnetic pot' could be
accomplished by a pair of coils with the current in
both in the same direction or by a more refined
combination containing two pairs of coils of differ-
ent radii and current. This point is covered in
AppendixA.
5.2. Identification o.fTT+TT- collision productsfrom
the hadron jumble
Let us consider the reaction
TT+ + TT- ----* TT+ + TT-. (37)
In P-wave scattering (rho meson), the angular
distribution is strongly peaked forward and back-
ward equally. The TT'S scattered forward are un-
likely to leave the pot since they will tend to be
recaptured in quasi-stable orbits. However, the
backward scatteredpions will be immediately kicked
out of the field by the change of sign of the v x B
force. Particles scattered more or less in the direc-
tion of the major component of the field will also
exit. Thus, a reasonable fraction, of order half of
the collisions, will be detectable.
The concurrent reaction
TT+ + TT- ----* TTo + TTO (38)
is obviously easier to detect regardless of the pro-
duction angle. However, it can occur only from
I = O. This excludes the P-wave (p meson) ""hose
cross section is believed to be dominant by an order
of magnitude over the nonresonant (I = even)
cross section.
The products of the TT-P scattering will come out
of the pot in a similar way; the discrimination of
pions from protons can be done in a standard way.
The calibration of the system might be done by
using the TT-P resonance.
The effective mass of the pion-pion or pion-
proton pair is measured by the magnetic analysis of
their momenta outside the pot, with conventional
wide gap magnets surrounding it. The invariant
quantity M27T + 7T - = (E+ + E_)2 - (p+ +p_)2 is in-
dependent of the energies and crossing angles of
1T+ and 1T- before the collision. The directions and
momenta have to be known only after the collision.
The knowledge of the magnetic field topography is
thus the only requirement necessary to reconstruct
the collision vertex and to obtain the reaction
energy, M+_. Inelastic collisions are assumed to
be negligible. Should there be a contribution from
the G-parity violating process (electromagnetic)
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Traversal of 7.8 cm corresponds to 310 turns or
about 2.5 natural lifetimes. Thus, 'Tc~ 2.5'T11LAB
and
thickness 2 cm in the beam direction and 0.2 cm
wide square cross section we obtain Sproj = 0.5 cm
based on a calculation using the above model.
Thus S = 0.025 cm.
The traversal losses arise from three processes:
(a) Energy degradation. For the tungsten target
described above 300 MeV 7T'S will lose 100 MeV in
)80 turns. This should be compared to the 115
turns they make in one laboratory lifetime.
(b) Multiple scattering. This will cause small
losses. The total multiple scattering in 115 turns
is 6°, while our vertical angular acceptance is
around ± 10°.
(c) Nuclear interaction. The interaction length
in tungsten is 7.8 cm while 180 turns corresponds
to 4.4 cm of traversal. From this we can see that
collision losses will be as important as decay losses
in limiting luminosity. Collision losses can be








5.4. Nun1erical examples for 7T-7T collisions: Table I
For the central target Precetron like the one in
Fig. 4 we calculate the luminosity using Eg. (35),
with A'given by (B.19) and [by (21) \vith 'T given
by (41); it is given by Eg. (10) with R = 9.4 cm
(R = 6.6 cm), TJ = t, K = (4.5)-1, L1z = ± 2 cm, the
latter satisfies our condition (z/ R)2 < 1 (see
Appendix A) since (L1Z/R)2 = (2/10)2. 11+ = Nf+ is
computed in Appendix C to be 1.8 x 1013• G is
given for the pulsed regime (Fig. 5) by Eg. (22a)
and for nonpulsed regime by Eq. (22b). We have
considered several cases of the time structure of the
primary proton beam:
Without storage ring for the primary beam
Case A. Present LAMPF Structure: 120 pulses
for second (b = 120) each 500/ksec long (g = 8300,
with the effective laboratory pion lifetime taken to
be 0.6 x 10-7 sec). Pulsed detectors-formula (22)
used for G.
Case B. Same as A with detectors open all the
tinle-formula (23) used for G.
Case C. Modulated Injection; instead of 120
pulses which are 500 /ksec long, one has 2 x 105
pulses which are 0.06/ksec long (g = 1), i.e. each
macropulse is modulated to produce one pulse
TABLE I
The 7T-7T luminosity and interaction rate in the p-mass region in a central-target Precetron of radius 10 cm and
pulsed B = 400 kG, with I rnA protons incident on Tungsten target 2 cm thick. The p,-p, rates may be as much
as 1 per cent of the 7T-7T rates.
Proton pulse Time No. of 7T+
length in No. of structure per sec
units of proton factor of for 2 cm
pion lab. pulses proton of target L 1
life-time per sec beam, G (tungstent) Luminosity Inter-
Configuration g b [Eq. (22)] 7]+ cm-2jhr actionsjhr
A. Present LAMPF structure, pulsed detectors 8300 120 1.2 x 10-10 1.8 X 1013 5 X 1019 5 X 10-6
B. Present LAMPF structure, nonpulsed detectors 8300 120 2 x 10-6 1.8 X 1013 8 X 1023 8 X 10-2
C. Modulated injection, pulsed detectors 1 2 x 105 5 X 10-6 3.6 X 1012 9 X 1022 9 X 10-3
D. P storage ling
Store each macropulse, pulsed detectors 120 3.3 x 10-3 1.8 X 1013 1.4 X 1027 140
E. H - storage ring
Store one macropulse, pulsed detectors 120 3.3 x 10-3 1.8 X 1012 1.4 X 1025 1.4
F. P storage ring
Store 120 macropulses, pulsed detectors 0.4 1.8 x 1013 1.7 X 1029 1.7 X 104
G. H- storage ring
Store 120 macropulses, pulsed detectors 0.4 1.8 X 1012 1.7 x 1027 170
t To obtain 7]+ from a carbon target 2 cm thick, divide the numbers in this column by 7.77 and to obtain Land 1,
divide the numbers in the corresponding columns by 60.
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which is one pion lifetime long, every four pion
lifetimes. Pulsed detectors.
With storage ring for primary beam (see Sec. 2.4)
Case D. Store each macropulse for 500/l-sec,
then empty it onto Precetron target in 0.06 /l-sec
(g = 1). Pulsed detectors.
Case E. Same as D, except that the H- beam is
stored, its intensity being 10 per cent that of the
proton beam. Pulsed detectors.
Case F. Store protons for one second and dump
them onto Precetron target in 0.06 fLsec. Pulsed
detectors.
Case G. The same as F, except that the H- beam
is stored, its intensity being 10 per cent that of the
proton beam. Pulsed detectors. The numerical
values for each case are given in Table I.
5.5. Muon-muon collisions
The lepton jumble. The solid metal target in the
middle of the 'magnetic pot' will gradually (within
a few effective 7T lifetimes) remove all undecayed
hadrons by stopping them or by scattering them out.
Only the muons from the pion decay and few
electrons from the mu-decay will stay in orbit.
The orbits will eventually pull away from the target,
as shown in Fig. 7b. The mechanism by which the
lepton orbits get detached from the target is the
following: muons from 7T decay are generally
emitted at an angle different from 0° with the pion
direction (Fig. 7a). While the parent pion was
heading toward the target at which it was created
(Liouville's theorem), the muon direction is
generally different ana thus will avoid the target.
The exception is when the decay takes place too
close to the target to escape it. A large fraction of
the muons will miss the target and continue orbit-
ing in a new phase space. The muons that hit the
FIG. 7b. Families oforbits corresponding to the two
examples of decay in Fig. 7a.
target will continue traversing it until all their
energy is lost.
J.P'
FIG. 7a. Two examples of 11"+ - p.+ decay which







Muon-muon luminosity and reaction rate. Be-
cause the /l-'S have a much longer lifetime than the
7T'S, Eq. (35) is approximately valid for the muon
rate as well. For the /l-'S that orbit without hitting
the target the J-t lifetime is about 100 times that of
the 7T'S. Here we can use lower instantaneous rates
because g = 1 now means a 10/l-sec proton pulse.
The luminosity then would go up by a factor of the
order of 100 if all the /l-'S were captured in orbits
that miss the target. We have not calculated the
fraction of /l-'S that are captured in orbits that avoid
the target. However, on the basis of our qualitative
discussion of Fig. 7 we would expect a reasonable
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FIG. 8. Equipotential surfaces for the case k =0.1
and R = 1.0.
dS
FIG. 9. (a) Two orbits at =::-= 00 passing through
point r; (b) Orbits defining d V; dS is the arc length
of the dashed orbit.
orders of magnitude, but no charged reaction
product can come out of the magnetic field, except
those which change their direction. Thus, the
main background will be photons and neutrons.
The study of the methods for discriminating the
TT-TT collisions from the background is beyond the










In Fig. 10 we show a Precetron configuration
which looks like a colliding beam device. It has the
target offset from the center of symmetry. We
consider the case where orbits are confined to a shell
between 7]R and R and the orbits enclose the center
of symmetry of the field. The target is located at
5.6. Limitations
We enumerate and comment on some important
approximations of our calculations as well as some
practical limitations of our 'Precetron' model:
1. Collective phenomena such as space-charge
effects, beam-beam interactions, etc. have been
neglected in our treatment of orbits. Only single
particle orbits were computed and then only to first
order. -r
2. A 400 kG field in the volume required is yet
to be accomplished. However, it has been
achieved(s) in a -~. in. bore.
3. The 0.2 cm diameter, 2 cm long tungsten
target in our numerical example must dissipate
around 50 kW of power. At LAMPF a 1 cm
diameter, 10 cm long graphite target has been
stably operated while dissipating 62 kW. At
incipient burn-out this target was receiving
94 kW.(9)
4. Radiation damage to the coils of this device
may be a problem but it is a common problem to
the thick target facilities of meson factories.
5. The background from the TT collisions with the
target and the gas in the vacuum system (assuming
10-S) will exceed the number of TT-TT collisions by
Since the J-t-J-t interaction is a second-order
electromagnetic process, one would expect the
J-t-J-t cross sections to be about 104 times smaller
than the TT-TT cross sections. Thus the J-t-J-t collision
rates will probably be at least a factor of 100 lower
than the TT-TT collision rates given in Table I.




FIG. 10. Offset Precetron. The n-producing target 
is located in the middle of the peripheral zone defined 
by the radii 7R and R. For ~ + 1 ,  we have 'colliding 
beams' in Fig. 3. For 7+O, we have the opposite 
extreme: large angular acceptance and significant 
precession, i.e. the 'self-colliding orbits'. The 
acceptance is calculated in Sec. 6. 
(1 +77)R/2, i.e., in the middle of the shell. The 
angular acceptance of this configuration for sizable 
values of (1 - 7) is large but obviously not as large 
a s  for the central Precetron. In order to produce 
comparable T+ and T -  densities one would need 
either to use one beam with -90" production 
(Fig. 3a) or two proton beams where one captures 
forward production (Fig. 3b). 
From the geometry in Fig. 10 we can calculate 
the horizontal angular acceptance. It clearly 
depends upon the particle momentum. For a fixed 
momentum p which has a corresponding radius of 
curvature, r, in the Precetron field the angular 
acceptance is : 
(1-7) Acceptance = 2cos-l ' 1 - I XI + T I ~  
where the range of r is given by 
For small values of x = (1 -T) it is approxi- 
mately : 
Acceptance = J x T  - 2 1 2r/R - 2 + x 1 ] (44) 
For 7 = 4 and r = [ (1 + 7)/2]R = $R the acceptanc 
from Eq. (42) is 0.9 radians. 
For 7 = $ and r = [(I + ?)R]/2 = i R  the acceptanc 
from Eq. (42) is 0.4 radians. 
For (1 -7) small, the particle density of thl 
configuration will be approximately uniform an 
2 of formula (35) is unity. 
The momentum acceptance of this configuratio 
is limited to the momenta corresponding to radii 
For 7 = 4 the full momentum bite is &, for 71 = 
it is +. Thus it can be seen that the offset Precetro 
with (1 - 7) - 1 will have a luminosity approachin 
that of the central Precetron providing one use 
two proton beams to fill it. 
By setting 7 = 0, Eqs. (42) and (45) give th 
acceptance for all momenta larger than th 




In this section we calculate single particle orbi 
for cylindrically symmetric fields which fall o 
weakly with radius. We show that the orbi 
precess, that the vertical oscillations are stable an 
we calculate the vertical acceptance. 
An exact solution of Maxwell's equations (i 
cylindrical coordinates) which possesses focussin 
properties is 
where k and R are constants. The constant R 
introduced to make k dimensionless and will t 
taken as a radius characteristic of the dimension ( 
the magnetic 'pot'. 
If k is small the field is nearly uniform and tk 
orbits approximately circular. The average vah 
of 'n' for orbits of radius a passing through tl 
center of symmetry is given below lowest order I 
k as 
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For the largest diameter orbit the radius is R/2 
:nce 
i i = k  ('4.3) 
From betatron theory we expect no difficulty 
aintaining stable vertical oscillations if n < 1. 
The field given above for small k, can be 
)proximately achieved around the midpoint of two 
entical coils of radius, a, separated by a distance, 
I ,  d # a. The first few terms in an expansion of 
. in terms of zla and rla are(lO) 
PI 2z2 - r2  B, = - sin a [ ~ ~ ( c o s  U) + ~ , l ( c o s  a) -
a 2a2 
here PA are the associated Legendre functions and 
n a = ald. The corresponding expansion for B, 
(4z2 - 3r2) 1 = - ($ sin a ) [~,l(cos u) + 2a2 
PS1(co~ a)] (5) (A. 5) 
y using two sets of coils each set of different radii, 
parations, and currents, it is possible to choose 
ese parameters to obtain any desired value for 
e ratio of coefficients of second order to zeroth 
,der terms and at the same time make the fourth 
.der term vanish. Thus, departures from 
q. (A.4) comes in only at sixth order and higher. 
[early, by a suitable arrangement of sets of coils 
' varying radii and separations, one can approxi- 
ate (A.l) as closely as is needed. 
The field given by (A.l) can be obtained from a 
alar potential, 4, given by 
he equipotential surfaces of (A.6) give rise to the 
llowing family of curves in 4 = const. planes: 
rese are shown graphically in Fig. 8 for a typical. 
se k = 0.1 and R = 1. One could also achieve 
~ 1 )  by suitably shaped iron pole tips in a magnet. 
The equations of motion for B, = 0 in cylindrical 
coordinates are 
mi: = mroz + (e /c ) re~ ,  (a> 
d er 
- (mr28) = - (iB, - i.BJ d t c (b) (A.8) 
,- 
where m = moJ 1 - P2 and /3 = v / c  = constant for 
static fields. Eq. (A.8b) can be integrated once to 
give using the initial condition r(0) = 0 
where wo = - eBo/cm. 
Substituting (A.9) for 6' yields the following 
coupled equations for r and z :  
We shall take initial conditions as 
(A. 11) 
For k = 0, the motion is simple, ice., 
6 = w0t/2 
ro = 2a sin 6' 
zo = i(0)l (A. 12) 
wo = eBo/mc 
a = v,/wo 
These are helical orbits whose motion in z = 
constant planes are circular orbits. If we now 
consider k and z2/R2 as small quantities and expand 
(A.9) and (A.10), keeping only lowest order terms, 
we have 
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Scaling this by (AB,/A,,.)'~~ to obtain a tungsten 
yield gives 
W/sr/MeV/c/l mA protons) (C.2) 
Assuming that the x-production cross section is 
constant out to 45' and then drops abruptly to 
zero, we obtain an effective solid angle of 0.45 
steredians for the Prezetron. We assume Az  = 
i 2 cm which gives A+ = -e 0.15 (use formula A.31) 
and A0 = ?i 180". 
We take a momentum bite of 
full width at p ,  = 41 5 MeV/c, which corresponds 
approximately to the p-meson mass region (m, = 
765 MeV). With these parameters n+ = 1.8 x 10l3 
for a tungsten target 2 cm long. 
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